
ENG 101 
 

Academic Writing  
& Research  

 
MTRF 9:35am-10:25am 

Spring 2019 
 

Tompkins Hall G125 
 

Instructor: Ms. Hannah M. Mayfield (hmmayfie@ncsu.edu) 
Office: Ricks Hall Addition (RHA) 07 

Office Hours: F 10:30am-12:00pm or by appointment 
 
Welcome! Over the next several weeks, we will explore the process of writing — what 
considerations and choices are made when composing a text? What kinds of thinking is 
involved in the writing process? In addition, this course will ask us to consider what is 
composition? What is writing? What does it look like in the 21st century?  
 
Drawing from the learning outcomes for this course and social constructivist approaches to 
writing, we will begin our discoveries through our own stories and experiences, sharing 
and learning together as collaborators. As I come from a creative writing background, I 
believe that talking about ourselves as writers, examining and practicing writing, as well as 
reflecting upon our thinking is essential to writing development. 
 
As our preliminary schedule suggests, we will be immersed in our own reading and writing 
throughout our course. Our reading and writing will create opportunities for us to reflect 
on who we are as writers and researchers in the academy. Although I’ve provided our 
preliminary schedule and will guide us through many activities, discussions, and 
assignments, you are responsible for making this course your own. You will be asked to 
make your own meaning from the reading and writing that will take place in our class.  
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Course Description: This course serves as intensive instruction in academic writing and 
research. Classes explore the basic principles of rhetoric and strategies for academic 
inquiry and argument. Classes serve as instruction and practice in critical reading, 
including the generative and responsible use of print and electronic sources for academic 
research. Classes explore literate practices across a range of academic domains, laying the 
foundation for further writing development in college with continued attention to grammar 
and conventions of standard written English. Successful completion of ENG 101 requires a 
C- or better. This course satisfies the First Year composition and rhetoric component of the 
General Education Requirements in Writing and Speaking. Units: 4 
 
Prerequisite: A grade of C- or better in ENG 100 or placement via English Department 
guidelines. A total of four credit hours of English (ENG) 101 are required to fulfill this 
category. 
 
Course Rationale: Writing is a powerful way of understanding ourselves and the world in 
which we live. It is through writing that the various disciplines and professions define the 
knowledge and methodologies that characterize them. Mastery of writing and information 
skills is central to engaging in the productive life of academic and professional 
communities. 
 
Successful completion of English 101 requires a grade of C- or better. This course satisfies 
the Introduction to Writing component of the General Education Program (GEP). 
 
GEP Objectives for the Introduction to Writing: 
 

A. Students will write effectively in specific situations, which may include various 
academic, professional, or civic situations, and 

B. Students will understand and respond appropriately to the critical elements that 
shape written communication situations, such as audience, purpose, and genre, and 

C. Students will demonstrate critical and evaluative thinking skills in locating, 
analyzing, synthesizing, and using information in written communication. 

 
Objectives for English 101 
 
Students will: 

1. Learn basic principles of rhetoric and develop an understanding of written texts as 
arguments generated for particular purposes, audiences, and rhetorical contexts. 

2. Examine similarities and differences in forms of inquiry and writing across 
academic disciplines. 

3. Practice analytical reading strategies and hone the ability to summarize, paraphrase, 
draw evidence from, synthesize, and respond to the scholarship of others. 

4. Learn to find and evaluate print and electronic source materials appropriate for 
academic research projects. 

5. Learn to develop original arguments for a range of academic purposes. 
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6. Practice critically evaluating their own and others’ work and collaborating 
effectively with other writers throughout the writing process. 

7. Practice and refine technical skills in areas such as grammar, mechanics, and the 
documentation of sources materials. 

 
Course Materials: 

❏ The Norton Field Guide to Writing with Handbook, by Richard Bullock & Francine 
Weinberg (ISBN: 9780393617382)  

❏ Daybook: a sturdy composition notebook 
❏ Glue stick: any standard glue stick (this will be used frequently with the daybook) 
❏ Laptop (bring to class everyday) 
❏ Access to a Microsoft Word  
❏ Access to Moodle and Google + 

 
Learning Outcomes for English 101* 

 

*Language below adapted from first-year outcomes published by Council of Writing Program Admin. 
 

Rhetorical Knowledge: For each composing opportunity, reading, etc. we do in this 
class and by the end of English 101, students should 
 

● Focus on a purpose. 
● Respond appropriately to different audiences and different kinds of rhetorical 

situations. 
● Use conventions of format and structure appropriate to the rhetorical situation. 
● Adopt appropriate voice, tone, and level of formality. 
● Understand how genres shape reading and writing. 
● Compose in various genres and various modes. 

 
Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing: For each composing opportunity, reading, 
etc. we do in this class and by the end of English 101, students should 
 

● Use writing and reading for inquiry, learning, thinking, and communicating. 
● Understand a writing assignment as a series of tasks, including finding, evaluating, 

analyzing, and synthesizing appropriate primary and secondary sources. 
● Integrate their own ideas with those of others. 
● Understand the relationships among language, knowledge, and power. 

 
Processes: For each composing opportunity, reading, etc. we do in this class and by 
the end of English 101, students should 
 

● Be aware that it usually takes multiple drafts to create and complete a successful 
text. 

● Develop flexible strategies for generating, revising, editing, and proofreading. 
● Understand writing as an open process that permits writers to use later invention 

and re-thinking to revise their work. 
● Understand the collaborative and social aspects of writing processes. 
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● Learn to critique their own and others’ works. 
● Learn to balance the advantages of relying on others with the responsibility of doing 

their part. 
● Use a variety of technologies to address a range of audiences. 

 
Knowledge of Conventions: For each composing opportunity, reading, etc. we do in 
this class and by the end of English 101, students should 
 

● Learn common formats for different kinds of texts. 
● Develop knowledge of genre conventions ranging from structure and paragraphing 

to tone and mechanics. 
● Practice appropriate means of documentation. 
● Control such surface features as syntax, grammar, punctuation, and spelling. 

 
Information Literacy: For each composing opportunity, reading, etc. we do in this 
class and by the end of English 101, students should embody information literacy 
using the standards articulated in Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education: 
 

1. “The information-literate student defines and articulates the need for information.” 
2. “The information-literate student accesses needed information effectively and 

efficiently.” 
3. “The information-literate student evaluates information and its sources critically 

and incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value 
system.” 

4. “The information-literate student, individually or as a member of a group, uses 
information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.” 

5. “The information-literate student understands many of the economic, legal, and 
social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses information 
ethically and legally.” 

 
Grading: Unless otherwise noted, all work is submitted in electronic form. 
 
This class is designed to allow you to demonstrate your success as a developing thinker and 
writer through daily writing, participation, drafts, and your knowledge gained during this 
process. It is important that you understand the ways in which your progress is assessed in 
this class and that you keep a record of your progress. To respect your privacy and our 
class and personal time, please schedule a meeting with me to discuss any questions about 
your progress. Grades will not be discussed during class, via email, in the hall, etc. 
 
How I Grade: For each project you’ll be given a set of requirements that you must meet to 
earn a specific letter grade. If you do particularly well in the criteria needed to reach a 
certain grade, I’ll add on a plus (or, conversely, a minus, if the work meets minimum 
requirements but could benefit from significant revisions).  
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Final Grading Scale  
97-100 A+  
93-96 A 
90-92 A- 
87-89 B + 
83-86 B 
80-82 B- 
77-79 C+ 

 
 
73-76 C 
72-70 C- 
67-69 D+ 
63-66 D 
60-62 D- 
59 or lower F 

 
Participation (P): For this course participation will manifest in different forms—class 
participation, daybook participation, and online participation. Details about each form of 
participation are explained below (15%) 
 
I believe in an interactive class wherein individuals come together to create a collaborative 
community of writers. However, this cannot be achieved unless everyone in class is 
committed to certain standards of behavior and engagement. Coming to class is important, 
but it is not enough. The participation grade will be based not only on your daily presence 
but also your level of focus and involvement.  
 
Class (P): When we meet face-to-face, which will always be in G125 Tompkins Hall unless 
otherwise indicated, we will use class time to explore various aspects of the writing 
process, explore different types of text, conduct and discuss research, conduct small group 
and whole class activities and discussions. 
 

A A student receiving an A comes to class prepared; contributes readily to the  
conversation but doesn’t dominate it; makes thoughtful contributions that 
advance the conversation; shows interest in and respect for others’ views; 
participates actively in small groups; consistently pushes discussion to a 
“deeper” level of analysis. 

 
B Comes to class prepared and makes thoughtful comments when called upon;  

contributes occasionally without prompting; shows interest in and respect 
for others’ views; participates actively in small groups. 

 
C  A student receiving a C comes to class prepared, but does not voluntarily  

contribute to discussions and gives only minimal answers when called upon. 
Nevertheless these students show interest in the discussion, listen 
attentively, take notes, and attend class regularly. 

 
D A student receiving a D participates occasionally in discussion, but in a  

problematic way. Such students may talk too much, make rambling or 
tangential contributions, and sidetrack the discussion. Students in this range 
may also continually interrupt others with digressive questions, failing to 
acknowledge cues of annoyance from instructor or students. Students 
who receive a D also have a spotty attendance record, show up for class late 
on occasion, and are inattentive during the class period. 
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F Students in this range often don’t participate because they haven’t read the  

material or done the homework. Students receiving an F miss class 
frequently, provide incorrect answers when called upon, reflect a negative 
attitude towards learning while in the classroom, and rarely, if ever, 
participate in class discussion or group work. 

 
Daybook (P): Throughout the course you are asked to maintain a daybook to capture your 
thinking through writing. In the daybook, you are expected to write daily notes, reflections, 
letters, thought pieces, free writes etc. in response to your readings, writings, and to the 
class. You are to maintain a daybook in order to, on a daily basis, capture and journal your 
thoughts and understanding of the contents of this course. I ask that you read, write, 
observe, participate, respond, think, and feel. 
 
Online (P): Some days we will complete work online where will be asked to visit and 
contribute to our Google + Community or other sites. See the schedule for specific 
assignments and dates. Online participation will involve sharing your work and uploading 
material. Below is further description of the main ways I will measure your online 
participation: 
 

Forum Posts: When the class schedule asks you to “post”, this will involve a reading 
from your course textbook (or other material) and online contribution to our 
Moodle forum. You will be assigned to “read” (sometimes reading may be anything 
from a chapter in our textbook to an article to a video to a blog) and/or respond to a 
prompt (responding means to post your tellback, reactions, questions, etc.). Each 
forum post must be at least 300 words, and unless otherwise noted, is due every 
Friday by midnight. You will be required to read at least two other posts before the 
next class period, which will typically be a Monday. Be prepared to share your 
thoughts on your classmate’s post at any time.  

 
Discovery Drafts: As we begin each assignment, you will be asked to write about 
your initial ideas and writing for the piece. We call this a “discovery draft” because 
you are discovering what it is you want to write about and how you want to 
approach an assignment. These discovery drafts will be posted to our Google+ 
community where we will consider these low stakes writing assignments. These 
drafts are “low stakes” because they generally won’t take much time and little to no 
feedback will be given, except in the form of comments or questions from your 
peers, but will be used as a means to ensure you are thinking or working on an 
assignment. It will help you become comfortable with showing others your 
thinking/work during your writing process.  

 
Writing Group Drafts: Sharing your writing in order to receive feedback is a key part 
of your development as a writer and thinker. Drawing from your daybook and 
discovery drafts, you will be asked to craft writing group drafts for each major 
assignment. These drafts are considered medium stakes writing. We call this draft 
work “medium stakes” because more time and quality is expected and we have to 
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respond to others’ writing and others will respond to our writing in more specific 
and purposeful ways—in an effort to help the writer develop their writing and work 
toward a polished piece. You are required to draft 2 full pages minimum. You are 
also assessed on your ability to not only create writing group drafts, but also 
provide effective and helpful feedback to the members of your writing group. 
Writing group drafts will be shared online via our Google+ community. Check the 
schedule for due dates for writing group drafts as well as due dates for submitting 
feedback for your writing group members’ drafts. There will be explicit modeling 
and discussion of how to create and carry out writing groups both f2f and online. 

 
Day Without Writing (10%): For this mini-project you will spend an entire day without 
writing, record the experience, and then synthesize your reflections on this experience: 
how it made you feel, what it asked you to consider, etc.  
 
How We Write (10%): For this mini-project you will work with a small group of 
classmates to critically consider and theorize the writing process in a short collaborative 
essay asking: how do we compose texts, how do we write?  
 
Rhetorical Analysis (10%): For this piece you will explore and analyze your 
understanding of rhetoric and its presence in our everyday lives, including our interactions 
with media around us —what we wear, what we see, etc. To do so, you will select an 
artifact or text that conveys a specific message and analyze the means used to persuade its 
audience. 
 
Ethnography (10%): For this assignment you will observe, record, and analyze the 
behaviors, practices, and conditions of a community or culture and then craft or make a 
representation of your conclusions regarding this community. In conjunction with this 
made thing you will also draft a report that briefly summarizes and describes your work, 
justifying the choices you made. 
 
Annotated Bibliography (10%): For this assignment you will craft an annotated 
bibliography that summarizes and evaluates sources related to a topic of your choice in an 
attempt to address a particular research question. In conjunction with your annotations, 
you will also draft a short essay that reviews the literature on your chosen area of inquiry.  
 
Midterm Reflection (15%): For this reflection you will have the opportunity to gain some 
clarity concerning where you are in your learning and where you would like to go in this 
course. You will write a reflection letter in which you address your view of writing and how 
your process has evolved over the first half of the term, as well as what you hope to 
accomplish or learn over the next half of the term. Your midterm will not only require a 
critical level of reflection, but also a demonstration that you understand and can apply the 
terms and theories discussed in class. 
 
Portfolio (20%): Evidence of your participation and performance in this class will be 
showcased through your online portfolio, or writer’s website. The portfolio will provide 
evidence of all the thinking, writing, and overall work you have completed in this course. 
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Things to know:  

 
Emergency Plans:  In case of an on-campus emergency that requires evacuation of the 
building, please assemble as quickly as possible at the following location to check in with 
your professor: the lawn behind Tompkins Hall.  
 
In case of an on-campus emergency that requires students and faculty to remain within the 
classroom with the door secured, students and faculty will adhere to campus/university 
policy. 
 
Assignments as Public Documents:  All work in this class will be public.  In other words, 
other people may be allowed to read it, respond to it, etc.  
 
Due Dates and Late Assignments: All work for this course must be submitted 
electronically via our course Moodle page, which is typically 11:55pm on the due date 
indicated on the class schedule. However, you may turn it in at any point before this day 
and time during the week the assignment is due. After the scheduled due date, your work is 
considered late. If your submission is late, the project automatically drops a full letter 
grade. If you feel you will have trouble submitting an assignment on time, please schedule 
a time to speak to me at least 24 hours before the due date, so that we may discuss 
alternatives. Failure to complete any major piece of writing will result in an automatic 
“F” for the course. Failure to turn in the final portfolio will also result in an “F” for the 
course. Please inform me of any problems you are having concerning assignments, due 
dates, etc.  
 
Format: All pieces submitted (unless otherwise noted) must follow proper APA 
documentation and formatting, and be written in size 12 Times New Roman font with 
1-inch margins in a Microsoft Word document. All projects will be considered late until 
they are submitted in the format described above. 
 
Academic Honesty/Integrity: Plagiarism is defined as copying the language, phrasing, 
structure, or specific ideas of others and presenting any of these as one’s own, original 
work; it includes buying papers, having someone else write your papers, and improper 
citation and use of sources. When you present the words or ideas of another (either 
published or unpublished) in your writing, you must fully acknowledge your sources. 
Plagiarism is considered a violation of academic integrity whenever it occurs in written 
work, including drafts and homework, as well as for formal and final papers. We will 
discuss what constitutes plagiarism in a class session. 
 
The NCSU Policies, Regulations, and Rules on Student Discipline set the standards for 
academic integrity at this university and in this course. Students are expected to adhere to 
these standards. Plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty will be handled 
through the university’s judicial system and may result in failure for the project or for the 
course.  
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Third Party Sharing: Revealing or sharing another student’s coursework to which they 
may have access as a member of the class is considered a form of academic dishonesty 
prohibited by the Code of Student Conduct. As a condition for enrollment in this class, 
students may only share another student’s coursework with third parties after obtaining 
the express consent of the student author and the course instructor. “Sharing with third 
parties” includes posting or causing the course work to be posted on social-networking or 
other websites. Violations of this condition will be reported to the Office of Student 
Conduct, which may take further action. 
 
Your Attendance: You should attend all classes. As an active and crucial member of our 
class, you are expected to attend class each time it meets. In ENG 101, students who miss 
nine 50-minute classes or five 100- minute classes will earn a grade of F. That is, more 
than two weeks’ work of absences will result in failure to meet this element of the GEP 
requirement, and you will need to repeat the course. You may miss 8 class sessions, but 
after the 8th absence regardless of excused or unexcused absence, you will automatically 
fail the course. If you know you are going to be absent, it is your responsibility to let me 
know in advance and make arrangements to complete whatever work is assigned or due in 
class that day. If you miss class without notice, then you are responsible for finding out 
what you missed from another class member, not me.  Remember that excused absences 
(ex. university business) still count toward the total number of absences considered 
excessive.  
  
Students are expected to arrive to class on time. If you do arrive late, you are responsible 
for notifying me after class so that you can be marked present. If you are more than fifteen 
minutes late, I will mark you as absent regardless of your presence in class. If you arrive 
late to class, then you are responsible for finding out what you missed from another class 
member, not me. 
 
Accommodation Statement: If your learning or participation in this class might be 
affected in any way by a difference in ability recognized under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), reasonable accommodations can be made for students with 
verifiable differences in ability. In order to take advantage of available accommodations, 
students must register with the Disability Services Office. You may contact them via web at 
http://dso.dasa.ncsu.edu/ or by phone, 919-515-2011. You may also educate me about 
your difference in ability so that I can work with you to arrange necessary 
accommodations. It is important that you take both of these steps no later than the first 
week of the term. Accommodations can be made for lifelong medical conditions, persistent 
medical conditions, or temporary medical conditions. 
 
Writing and Speaking Tutorial Services (WSTS): The Writing and Speaking Tutorial 
Services is a resource for all undergraduate students, regardless of major or level of study. 
Their consultants will help you with developing and revising your ideas as well as polishing 
your final piece.  You can make an appointment for a consultation or walk in to see if 
there's an available space. Please visit the WSTS website each semester for important 
information, like hours of operation 
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Conferences: Periodically throughout the semester our class time may be repurposed for 
individual conferences. These conferences will be conducted as one-on-one (or group) 
sessions with me either in my office or other neutral location wherein we will discuss your 
writing, class participation, or any other questions or concerns about a given piece of 
writing or the class as a whole. Student attendance is required at conferences.  

The Final Exam: The final exam will be on Wednesday, May 1st, 8:00am-11:00am. The 
final exam schedule is set in stone and cannot be changed unless you have a truly serious 
(and, generally, unexpected) emergency such as a death in the family, a serious illness 
requiring hospitalization, or an obligation to be away on University business (e.g., you are 
an athlete and have a scheduled game, you have a conflicting exam time). You must notify 
me and/or fill out the appropriate paperwork and receive permission well in advance in 
order to make any changes regarding the exam. 

Course Schedule* 
 
Key: 
Norton= The Norton Field Guide to Writing with Handbook 
PDF= Additional readings as PDFs distributed via Google Drive  
Online= Link provided 
 
*This schedule may change according to the needs of our class. 

 
Date Location Class topic Work Due 
January    
M 7 T G125 Week One: Introductions & Course 

Overview 
 
Improv and Course Introduction 

Access course Moodle page. 
 
Join Google + Community. 
 

T 8 T G125 Week One: Introductions & Course 
Overview 
 
Syllabus Activity  

Read syllabus and schedule. 
 
Obtain course textbook/materials.  
 

R 10 T G125 Week One: Introductions & Course 
Overview 
 
Course Policies: Brief Q & A 

Complete Writing Survey (located in 
our Google + Community) 
 
 

F 11 T G125 Week One: Introductions & Course 
Overview (Last day to add a course 
without instructor permission) 
 
What is a Daybook? 

Read Thinking Out Loud on Paper 
[PDF] 
 
Forum Post One due by midnight 

M 14 T G125 Week Two: Text Read What Writing Does [PDF] 
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How Texts Mean 
 
Day Without Writing Assignment 

T 15 T G125 Week Two: Text 
 
What Texts Do 

Finish reading or review What 
Writing Does [PDF] 

R 17 
 

T G125 Week Two: Text  
 
How Texts Are Composed 

Read How Texts Come Into Being 
[PDF] 
 

F 18 
 

T G125 Week Two: Text 
 
Personal/favorite texts 
 
(Census Date/Official Enrollment 
Date) 

Bring a (personal or favorite) text of 
your choice to class. Be prepared to 
discuss and work with this text in 
class. 
 
Forum Post Two due by midnight 

M 21 
 

 Martin Luther King, Jr.  Day 
(University Closed) 
 

Have your chosen day to go without 
writing already completed or at least 
planned for the holiday weekend. 

T 22 
 

T G125 Week Three: Day Without Writing 
 
Journal Workshop 
 

Bring your Day Without Writing 
journal entries to class. 
 
Post a Discovery Draft of your Day 
Without Writing project (as a Google 
Doc) to our Google + Community. 
 
Sign up for an individual conference 
with instructor (required). 

R 24 
 

T G125 Week Three: Day Without Writing 
 
Writing Group Workshop 
 

Post a Writing Group Draft of your 
Day Without Writing project (as a 
Google Doc) to our Google + 
Community. 

F 25 
 

 Week Three: Day Without Writing 
(No Class) 
 
Student Conferences with Instructor 
 
Meet with Instructor to discuss 
current draft of Day Without 
Writing. 
 

Email current draft of Day Without 
Writing project (minimum 2  pages) 
to instructor at least one hour before 
your scheduled conference. 
 
Due by 11:55pm on Saturday, Jan. 
26: Submit your Day Without 
Writing Project to Moodle 
 
Forum Post Three due by 
midnight 

M 28 
 

T G125 Week Four: Theories & Approaches 
to Writing 
 
Process Theory 
 

Read Peter Elbow’s Writing Without 
Teachers [PDF] 
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How We Write Assignment 
 

Read D. Gordon Rohman’s 
Pre-Writing the Stage of Discovery in 
the Writing Process (optional) 
[PDF]  

T 29 
 

T G125 Week Four: Theories & Approaches 
to Writing 
 
Cognitivism 
 

Read Linda Flower and John R. 
Hayes’ The Cognition of Discovery: 
Defining a Rhetorical Problem [PDF] 
 
Read Linda Flower’s Writer-Based 
Prose [PDF] (optional) 

R 31 
 

T G125 Week Four: Theories & Approaches 
to Writing  
 
Social Turn 

Read Janet Emig’s Writing as a Mode 
of Learning [PDF] 
 
Read Kenneth Bruffee’s Collaborative 
Learning and the “Conversation of 
Mankind” [PDF] (optional) 

February    
F 1 T G125 Week Four: Theories & Approaches 

to Writing 
 
Theory Review 

Read Lester Faigley’s Competing 
Theories of Process [PDF] 
 
Forum Post Four due by midnight 

M 4 T G125 Week Five: How We Write  
 
Mapping Our Process 

Watch Hazel Wagner’s Mind 
Mapping [Online] 
 

T 5 T G125 Week Five: How We Write 
 
Writing Process Interviews 

Post a Discovery Draft of your How 
We Write project (as a Google Doc) 
to our Google + Community.  
 
Sign up for a group conference with 
instructor (required). 

R 7 T G125 Week Five: How We Write 
 
Writing Group Workshop 

Post a Writing Group Draft of your 
How We Write project (as a Google 
Doc) to our Google + Community. 

F 8  Week Five: How We Write (No 
Class) 
 
Instructor at Professional Conference 
 

Email current draft of How We Write 
project (minimum 2 pages) to 
instructor at least one hour before 
your scheduled conference. 
 
Due by 11:55pm on Saturday, Feb. 
9: Submit your How We Write 
Project to Moodle 
 
Forum Post Five due by midnight 

M 11 T G125 Week Six: Rhetoric 
 
Genre 
 
Rhetorical Analysis Assignment 

Read Norton p. 61-63 & 265-278 
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T 12 T G125 Week Six: Rhetoric 
 
(Classical → Contemporary) 
Rhetoric 

Read Hepzibah Roskelly’s What Do 
Students Need To Know About 
Rhetoric [PDF] 

R 14 T G125 Week Six: Rhetoric 
 
The Rhetorical Situation 

Read Norton p. 53-70 

F 15 T G125 Week Six: Rhetoric 
 
Visual Rhetoric 

Read Pavel Zemliansky’s Literacy Is 
Not Just Words Anymore [PDF] 
 
Forum Post Six due by midnight 

M 18 T G125 Week Seven: Rhetoric  
 
The Rhetoric of Things 

Read Paul R. Mullins The Rhetoric of 
Things: Historical Archeology and 
Oral History [PDF] 

T 19 T G125 Week Seven: Rhetoric 
 
Rhetorical Bodies 

Read Jay Dolmage’s Writing Against 
Normal: Navigating a Corporeal Turn 
[Online] 

R 21 T G125 Week Seven: Rhetoric 
 
Analyzing texts + things 

Read Norton p. 94-128 
 
If you’ve already chosen a text for 
analysis, bring it to class. Be 
prepared to discuss and work with 
this text in  class. It may be a written 
text, a visual, a thing, or some 
combination. 

F 22 T G125 Week Seven: Rhetoric 
 
Class Cancelled 

 
 
Forum Post Seven due by midnight 

M 25 T G125 Week Eight: Rhetorical Analysis 
 
In-class analysis 

Come to class ready to work on your 
Rhetorical Analysis. 

T 26 T G125 Week Eight: Rhetorical Analysis 
 
Focusing and organizing the analysis 
 

Post a Discovery Draft of your 
Rhetorical Analysis (as a Google Doc) 
to our Google + Community.  
 
Sign up for an individual conference 
with instructor (optional). 

R 28 Satellite Week Eight: Rhetorical Analysis 
 
 
Writing Group Workshop 
 

Post a Writing Group Draft of your 
Rhetorical Analysis (as a Google Doc) 
to our Google + Community. 

March    
F 1  Week Eight: Rhetorical Analysis 

(No Class) 
 
Student Conferences with Instructor 
 

Email current draft of Rhetorical 
Analysis (minimum 2 pages) to 
instructor at least one hour before 
your scheduled conference. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0xl21J2RBLEWMy0Zz4M0gcaklSn12fu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0xl21J2RBLEWMy0Zz4M0gcaklSn12fu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0xl21J2RBLEWMy0Zz4M0gcaklSn12fu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i9_oV7pRODvEHeTQkfXbD07cXNkufY-2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i9_oV7pRODvEHeTQkfXbD07cXNkufY-2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wg-hiPfYhUgZzcMRtWoa0oW5F0kbpVh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wg-hiPfYhUgZzcMRtWoa0oW5F0kbpVh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19wg-hiPfYhUgZzcMRtWoa0oW5F0kbpVh/view?usp=sharing
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=xWzgCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT87&dq=jay+dolmage+bodies&ots=wvQABxcOgg&sig=0UAxCB6yDcvJyeb8qIFh3FpRuW4#v=onepage&q=jay%20dolmage%20bodies&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=xWzgCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT87&dq=jay+dolmage+bodies&ots=wvQABxcOgg&sig=0UAxCB6yDcvJyeb8qIFh3FpRuW4#v=onepage&q=jay%20dolmage%20bodies&f=false


Meet with Instructor to discuss 
current draft of Rhetorical Analysis. 
 

Due by 11:55pm on Saturday, 
March 2: Submit your Rhetorical 
Analysis to Moodle 
 
Forum Post Eight due by midnight 

M 4 T G125 Week Nine: Discourse 
(Drop/Revision Deadline) 
 
Literacies and discourse 
 
Ethnography Assignment 

Watch Jamila Lyiscott’s 3 ways to 
speak English [Online] 
 
Read James Paul Gee’s What is 
Literacy? [PDF] 

T 5 T G125 Week Nine: Discourse 
 
Discourse 

Read James Paul Gee’s Literacy, 
Discourse, and Linguistics [PDF] 
 

R 7 T G125 Week Nine: Discourse 
 
Discourse and Identity 
 

Read Marcia Z. Buell’s Code 
Switching and Second Language 
Writing [PDF] 
 
Watch Key & Peele - Phone Call 
[Online] 

F 8 T G125 Week Nine: Discourse  
 
Discourse Communities 
 
Midterm Reflection 
 

Read John Swales The Concept of 
Discourse Community [PDF] 
 
Have a Discourse selected for 
observation for your ethnography 
assignment. 
 
Forum Post Nine due by midnight 

M 11  Spring Break (University Closed) 
 
 
 
 

 

T 12  Spring Break (University Closed) 
 
 
 

 

R 14  Spring Break (University Closed) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

F 15  Spring Break (University Closed) 
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https://www.ted.com/talks/jamila_lyiscott_3_ways_to_speak_english
https://www.ted.com/talks/jamila_lyiscott_3_ways_to_speak_english
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WET4TZRnKVqqb0KUoxfyCCffSjz6uR5w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WET4TZRnKVqqb0KUoxfyCCffSjz6uR5w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hArP9vaYsnMhMxqqJRZOCWBNOGHUuqtA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hArP9vaYsnMhMxqqJRZOCWBNOGHUuqtA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qb4E6zivv0kW9n4LuSpDI7VvTEZIeTic/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qb4E6zivv0kW9n4LuSpDI7VvTEZIeTic/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qb4E6zivv0kW9n4LuSpDI7VvTEZIeTic/view?usp=sharing
http://www.cc.com/video-clips/qvrhhj/key-and-peele-phone-call
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F5l4t1--SVkDVm-qQ3kHHrx6a23Oq1TD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F5l4t1--SVkDVm-qQ3kHHrx6a23Oq1TD/view?usp=sharing


M 18 T G125 Week Eleven: Ethnographic 
Methods 
 
Ethnography 

Read Brian A. Hoey’s A Simple 
Introduction to the Practice of 
Ethnography and Guide to 
Ethnographic Fieldnotes [PDF] 
 
Begin conducting observations and 
fieldnotes. 
 
Due by 11:55pm on Monday, 
March 18: Submit your Midterm 
Reflection to Moodle 

T 19 Online Week Eleven: Ethnographic 
Methods 
  
 

Continue conducting observations 
and fieldnotes. 
 
Begin conducting desk research by 
looking into both scholarly and 
popular press articles that address 
your topic. 

R 21 T G125 Week Eleven: Ethnographic 
Methods 
 
Field research vs. Desk research 
 

Bring secondary data (i.e. scholarly 
and popular press articles) to class 
and be prepared to discuss them. 
 
Continue conducting observations 
and fieldnotes. 

F 22 T G125 Week Eleven: Ethnographic 
Methods 
 
Background & Context 
 
Conducting Interviews 

Bring any fieldnotes (if able)and a 
draft of interview questions to class. 
 
Begin identifying possible 
participants from the Discourse 
you’re studying to interview. Email 
(or meet with) these participants to 
gauge their interest. If they are 
interested, email your research study 
participants the interview 
permission form.  
 
Forum Post Ten due by midnight 

M 25 T G125 Week Twelve: Making 
 
Dale Dougherty’s TED Talk We are 
makers 

With your participant’s permission, 
begin conducting interviews.  
 
Read Maker Culture [PDF] 

T 26 T G125 Week Twelve: Ethnographic 
Methods 
 
Primary data and coding 
 

Finish coding your primary data and 
begin/continue drafting your 
Ethnography Assignment. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AIvsKNGjVRaoTR_C4OhkKZNn4kZqVDIX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AIvsKNGjVRaoTR_C4OhkKZNn4kZqVDIX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AIvsKNGjVRaoTR_C4OhkKZNn4kZqVDIX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AIvsKNGjVRaoTR_C4OhkKZNn4kZqVDIX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bUZMfV7GZgc1dJNFsib3C2vFb2jDopQeoXoRoiDs0uY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bUZMfV7GZgc1dJNFsib3C2vFb2jDopQeoXoRoiDs0uY
https://www.ted.com/talks/dale_dougherty_we_are_makers/transcript#t-642095
https://www.ted.com/talks/dale_dougherty_we_are_makers/transcript#t-642095
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FqgxLsGeIAcJOJ_cn4U08NAGDaUs3tXN/view?usp=sharing


Post a Discovery Draft of your 
Ethnography (as a Google Doc) to 
our Google + Community.  
 
Sign up for an individual conference 
with instructor (optional). 

R 28 T G125 Week Twelve: Making 
 
Making & Writing Group Workshop 

Read Brit Morin’s What is the Maker 
Movement and Why Should You 
Care? [Online] 
 
Post a Writing Group Draft of your 
Ethnography (as a Google Doc) to 
our Google + Community. 

F 29  Week Twelve: Making (No Class) 
 
Student Conferences with Instructor 
 
Meet with Instructor to discuss 
current draft of Ethnography. 
 
 

Email current draft of Ethnography 
project (minimum 2 pages) to 
instructor at least one hour before 
your scheduled conference. 
 
Due by 11:55pm on Saturday, 
March 30: Submit your Ethnography 
to Moodle 
 
Forum Post Eleven due by 
midnight 

April    
M 1 T G125 Week Thirteen: Disciplinary 

Writing 
 
Idea Invention 
 
Annotated Bibliography 
Assignment 

Watch Steven Johnson’s TED Talk 
“Where good ideas come from” 
[Online] 
 

T 2 T G125 Week Thirteen: Disciplinary 
Writing  
 
Areas of Inquiry  

Read Norton p. 435-444 
 
Begin deciding upon your chosen 
area of inquiry. 

R 4 T G125 Week Thirteen: Disciplinary 
Writing 
 
Understanding Sources 

Read Norton p. 445-468 
 
Have a chosen area of inquiry and 
begin desk research on your topic. 

F 5 T G125 Week Thirteen: Disciplinary 
Writing 
 
Evaluating Sources 
 
Library Instruction: Evaluating 
Sources for Credibility  

Read Norton p. 469-472 
 
Watch Peer Reviewed Articles 
 
Come to class with at least 5 sources 
(scholarly or popular) on your 
chosen topic. 
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https://www.huffingtonpost.com/brit-morin/what-is-the-maker-movemen_b_3201977.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/brit-morin/what-is-the-maker-movemen_b_3201977.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/brit-morin/what-is-the-maker-movemen_b_3201977.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0af00UcTO-c
https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/tutorials/peerreview/


Forum Post Twelve due by 
midnight 

M 8 T G125 Week Fourteen: Annotated 
Bibliography 
 
Drafting Annotations 

Read Norton p. 473-490 
 
Come to class having closely read at 
least 1-2 sources that you plan to use 
in your annotated bibliography. 

T 9 T G125 Week Fourteen: Annotated 
Bibliography  
 
Synthesizing Ideas 

Read Norton p. 491-499 
 
Post a Discovery Draft of your 
Annotated Bibliography (as a Google 
Doc) to our Google + Community.  
 
Sign up for an individual conference 
with instructor (optional). 

R 11 T G125 Week Fourteen: Annotated 
Bibliography 
 
Writing Group Workshop 

Post a Writing Group Draft of your 
Annotated Bibliography (as a Google 
Doc) to our Google + Community. 

F 12  Week Fourteen: Annotated 
Bibliography (No Class) 
 
Student Conferences with Instructor 
 
Meet with Instructor to discuss 
current draft of Annotated 
Bibliography. 
 
 

Email current draft of Annotated 
Bibliography project (minimum 2 
pages) to instructor at least one hour 
before your scheduled conference 
 
Due by 11:55pm on Saturday, 
April 13: Submit your Annotated 
Bibliography to Moodle 
 
Forum Post Thirteen due by 
midnight 

M 15 T G125 Week Fifteen: Grammar & 
Academic Conventions 
 
Errors in writing 

Read Maxine Hairston’s Not All 
Errors Are Created Equal [PDF] 
 
With a partner, select an 
area/element from our Norton 
Handbook (p. HB-1 - HB-107). 

T 16 T G125 Week Fifteen: Grammar & 
Academic Conventions 
 
In-Class Grammar & Academic 
Convention Lessons 
 
 

With your partner, create a 
mini-lesson on your chosen 
area/element and be prepared to 
teach/share this lesson with another 
group.  

R 18 T G125 Week Fifteen: Grammar & 
Academic Conventions 
 
Ethics of intertextuality + Academic 
conduct and plagiarism 

Read Norton pgs. 491-495 & Read 
Charles Bazerman’s Intertextuality: 
How Texts Rely On Other Texts 
[PDF] 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PGlqtHgYSoVBafqqDKaxAH9A3jluBSxi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PGlqtHgYSoVBafqqDKaxAH9A3jluBSxi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eT7Kyi9w2wZJa4sUoQNdDi0fRl70yv39/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eT7Kyi9w2wZJa4sUoQNdDi0fRl70yv39/view?usp=sharing


Read NCSU Code of Student Conduct 
[Online] 
 
 

F 19  Spring Holiday (No Classes)  
 
Forum Post Fourteen due by 
midnight 

M 22 T G125 Week Sixteen: Media 
 
Working with Wix 
 
Online Portfolio 

Create an account with Wix.com  
 

T 23 T G125 Week Sixteen: Media 
 
Modes of composition 
(multimodality) 

Watch “What is a mode?” [Online] 

R 25 T G125 Week Sixteen: Media 
 
Elements of Design 
 
 

Read Ann Wysocki’s The Multiple 
Media of Texts pgs.1-12 [PDF] 

F 26 T G125 Week Sixteen: Media (Last day of 
classes) 
 
Rhetorical Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read Ann Wysocki’s The Multiple 
Media of Texts pgs.12-33 [PDF] 
 
Read Norton p. 593-606 
 
Publish the current version of your 
online portfolio. Email me the link to 
your (under construction) site. 
 
Forum Post Fifteen due by 
midnight 

May    
W 1 T G125 Final Exam (8:00am-11:00am) 

 
 

Be prepared to present your 
portfolio. 
 
Due by 8:00am on Wednesday, 
May 1: Submit the link to your online 
portfolio to Moodle. 
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https://studentconduct.dasa.ncsu.edu/code/
https://www.wix.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ2gz_OQHhI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11R4BPT3DT60p4_ih2UMNO7PMXd0Tz3ue
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11R4BPT3DT60p4_ih2UMNO7PMXd0Tz3ue
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11R4BPT3DT60p4_ih2UMNO7PMXd0Tz3ue
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11R4BPT3DT60p4_ih2UMNO7PMXd0Tz3ue

